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Kristoff takes podium
to win Tour of Norway Overall
Alexander Kristoff triumphs at the Tour of Norway 2019. The Sprinter came home a fine third
place in the final from Gran-Hønefoss which took in 175.1 km. Winner on the day was behind
Kristoffer Halvorsen (Team Ineos, 1st) and Cees Bol (Team Sunweb, 2nd), the UAE Team Emirates rider won the overall in Norway’s premier stage race.
Kristoff finished first in the overall standings with a three second lead over Halvorsen (Team
Ineos) and five seconds over Boasson Hagen (Dimension Data). Kristoff also took home the win
for the points jersey for UAE Team Emirates.
“We started with the responsibility and goal of defending the leadership in the overall standings: the team was totally focused on controlling the race, and then working very well to support
me and to stay in the main group. Kristoff explained “Though I thought I could win the final
sprint, two guys came past me, but third place was enough to allow me to win the Tour of
Norway. I am very happy, it has been a long time since I won the overall classification of a race “

The UAE Team Emirates Giro:
eight days In Pink and a stage victory
The individual time trial in Verona, which saw Tom Bohli take a fine 12th place, brought the
curtain down on a particularly memorable and special Giro d’Italia for UAE Team Emirates. The
Emirati team played their cards to perfection and didn’t waste any opportunities in utilising the
strengths of the entire team : hunting for stage victories with its fast men (Stage 3 win of Fernando Gaviria and Simone Consonni’s 3rd place on stage 18) and with the brave Valerio Conti (6
days in the pink jersey, with 2nd place on stage 6), Jan Polanc (2 days in pink) and Diego Ulissi
(3rd place on stage 4). In the final general classification, Jan Polanc finished in 15th place, tied
on time with 14th.
“The Giro reflected our expectations – said general manager Joxean Matxin –” In the first two
weeks we achieved great satisfaction, experiencing magnificent moments in the pink for eight
long days. The commitment made by riders and staff was truly impressive “.
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Challenge Triathlon:
Kienle and Barclay-Charles
crowned champions in Samorin.
Rudy Von Berg takes the third
At The Championship 2019, Kienle trailed for much the race, up until the final kilometres of the
run. Coming out of the water, Kienle found himself two minutes behind the leaders. Despite
posting a sub-two-hour bike split (1:56:26), Kienle was still chasing a strong group of men heading into T2. The man leading the race was Belgium Pieter Heemeryck – the current leader of
the Challenge Family World Bonus ranking. But on the run, Kienle quickly went to work. Joined
by Rodolphe Von Berg (USA), the two ran themselves into the top three with Heermeryck still
in front. Then in the closing kilometres, Kienle attacked and took control of the race. Finishing
with a 1:11:29 half-marathon, Kienle won The Championship. Heermeryck finished second –
thirty seconds behind Kienle and thirty seconds ahead of Von Berg.
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